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INTRODUCTION 
Towards a mechanical dynamic characterization of pre-stressed layered solids and 
a non-destructive ultrasonic evaluation of their interfacial hands, it is necessary to examine 
the propagation of elastic interfacial waves along planar boundaries between finitely pre-
strained incompressible solids. The effect of pre-stress on the propagation of Stoneley waves 
was first examined in [1,2] for two half-spaces of the same incompressible neo-hookean 
material subjected to different homogeneous pre-strains of common principal axes.In [3] 
propagation of Stoneley waves along a common principal axis of pre-strain of the two half-
spaces which were taken as different incompressible materials having arbitrary strain energy 
functions was considered. The effect of pre-stress on Rayleigh waves was first studied in [4]. 
In [5] results were obtained for more general pre-stress conditions on an incompressible 
half-space of arbitrary strain energy function. 
In the present paper, a layered structure is considered consisting of an infinite elastic 
and isotropic solid which contains an elastic and isotropic layer of arbitrary uniform 
thickness, both materials being in general pre-stressed and with different underlying 
deformed configurations. However, the underlying finite homogeneous strain in the solids 
has common principal axes, one axis being normal to the planar interfaces separating the 
layer from the host material. For arbitrary strain energy functions and pre-strain parameters, 
interfacial waves propagating along a principal pre-strain axis lying on one of the interfacial 
planes are examined. 
FORMULATION 
We consider an infinite solid that contains a layer of arbitrary uniform thickness 
each of a pre-stressed incompressible isotropic elastic material. The underlying deformations 
in the two solids correspond to pure homogeneous finite strains the principal directions of 
which are aligned, one direction being normal to the horizontal (without loss of generality) 
interfaces separating the layer from the surrounding solid. The upper planar interface is 
defined by x2 = 0 and the lower interface by x2 = -h, with h denoting the layer thickness, in 
a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system (x1,x2,x3) the.axe~ of.which coincide with the 
principal pre-strain directions. The principal stretches Al ' ~ , A3 of the layer, and AI' ~, 
A.3 of the surrounding solid, satisfy the incompressibility conditions 
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(1 ) 
A time harmonic interfacial wave of small amplitude propagating along the positive 
xl-axis on the upper interface, is now superimposed on the underlying 
deformation. The interfacial waves below, inside and above the interlayer are [6] 
(2) 
(3) 
and 
(4) 
where 
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Sl+S2 (213-pc )/V 2 2 2 Sl S2 (a-pc )/y, 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
in which k=w/c is the wave number, w bein& the circular frequency, and c the phase speed 
to be determined together with s], s2 and s] , s2". A]-AS are arbitrary constants within the 
context of incremental infinitesimal motion. Implicit in (2), (3) and (4) is the requirement 
that sl,s2 must have Qositive real part, since for decay, Il1->O as I x21->CJ). No requirement is 
placed ab initio on sl ' s2" unless kh->CJ) in which case s]*, s2" must also have positive real part 
f d o 0 d· .. I j . I b * (.to • " or ecay. sl ' s2 are eftned as tn (4) with a, p, y, Q rep acee respective y y a , I-' , Y , Q . 
It is assumed that wand c are real. Then, from (4) it follows that Qc2< a. This inequality 
does not in general hold for the phase speed in respect of Q", a' unless kh->CJ) in which case 
decay in the infinite layer is also imposed. If Q c2> a * then sl \2· is purely imaginary 
resulting to waves inside the interlayer with a sinusoidal amplitude dependence on distance 
from the upper interface. From (4) and the corresponding equations for s]",s2" we deduce 
(8) 
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where 
(9a) 
and 
a-a/v, a*-a*/v*, R-rp*/p, r-v/v*· (9b) 
The interfacial phase speed c will be determined on use of the boundary conditions 
on the two interfacial planes, x2 = 0 and x2 = -h. The interlayer is assumed to be welded to the 
infinite solid, and thus the velocity and traction rate are continuous across the interfaces. 
THE DISPERSION EQUATION 
To obtain the dispersion equation, we substitute (2), (3) and (4) into the interfacial 
conditions resulting in a set of eight linear homogeneous equations the nontrivial solution 
of which requires 
sinh[kh(s~ +s;)] 
+C(I1,I1* ,r) 0(11,11* ,r) -----
(s~ +s;) 
* * sinh [kh (s~ -s;)] 
-C(Il,-11 ,r)O(I1,-rj ,r)-----
(s~ -s;) 
+E(I1,I1*,r)-O. 
In (10), the following notation was introduced 
C(I1,11 * ,r) ~f* (rj *) +r2f(rj) +2r(rj -1) (11 * -1), 
(10) 
(11 ) 
(12) 
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E(I1,11 * ,r) -411 * r2 [1(11) + (11- 1 )2], (13) 
where 
1(11)-113 +112+(213-0+2)11-1, (14) 
3 2 __ 
1*(11*)-11* +11* +(213*-a*+2)11*-1, (15) 
and 
1 (11) + (11- 1 ) 2 > O. (16) 
Equation (10) defines the dispersion equation, an equation which gives the phase speed c 
in terms of the nondimensional wave number kh, the material properties and the pre-strain 
parameters of the two solids. Limiting cases of the dispersion equation at hand give the 
secular equation for Rayleigh wave propagation [4], the frequency equation for wave 
propagation in a plate [7], and the secular equation for Stoneley wave propagation [3]. It is 
remarked here that if 
(17) 
then there can be no propagation of interfacial waves of any wavelenth. The proof may be 
found in [6]. 
STANDING WAVES 
If w=O, c=O and kh arbitrary, (2), (3) and (4) represent quasi-static interfacial 
deformations (standing waves) under satisfaction of the dispersion equation which now 
becomes a bifurcation equation. Now this equation not only provides conditions on the 
material and pre-stress parameters for the existence of standing waves but also has a strong 
influence on interfacial wave motion. For given material and pre-strain parameters 
satisfaction of the bifurcation equation gives those kh's for which stopping bands either 
begin or end. Under equibiaxial underlying deformations, Al =~ and Al =~. so that c=O 
results in T] = T]' = 1. Then, N = 0 gives 
(r4 +6r2 + 1 )sinh2kh +2r(1 +r2)sinh2kh - (r2 -1 )2(kh)2 +4r2-0. (18) 
Since r4+6r2+1=(r2_])2+8r2>(r2_])2 and sinhkh>kh, the left hand side of (18) is always 
positive. Therefore, bifurcation is not possible in equibiaxially pre-strained solids, a special 
case of which is the stress-free underlying configuration for both solids. 
NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
As a first example, we consider the case where both the surrounding solid and the 
interlayer have in plane equibiaxial underlying deformations. Then, the relationship between 
rand R determines interfacial wave characteristics which can be classified into four 
categories. These categories appear as different regions in Figure 1 where R has been 
plotted versus r. Inside region (0) there is no propagation of intefacial waves of any 
wavelength, according to inequality (17), which to be satisfied in this case it is necessary that 
R < 1 and r< 2. Inside region (II) interfacial waves propagate at all wavelengths. This region's 
boundaries are defined by parameter contitions that guarantee [7] propagation as kh .... oo. The 
rest of (r,R) space (outside regions (0) and (II) ) defines frequency stopping bands of 
infinite width. That is, there is wave propagation for large wavelengths but no wave 
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propagation after a certain finite wavelength which is determined by knowing rand R. 
Region (I) is defined by R < 1, while region (III) by R> 1. 
The dependence of interfacial wave speed which is represented by the parameter T), 
on nondimensional frequency 0 = whl (al g )1/2 is shown in Figure 1 in each of the four 
regions. The dashed lines denote the asymptotic value of 1] as O-teo. It is noted that if R> 1 
and kh-teo then T)*>O or, equivalently, by (8), T»(1-1/R)1/2, in order to have decaying 
interfacial waves in the infinite layer. The last two diagrams of Figure 1, which were plotted 
for all T) *'s, must be viewed in conjunction with the requirement T)' > 0 as kh-teo, which was 
not imposed ab initio. For low or intermediate frequencies and R> 1, T)' is purely imaginary 
if T) < (1_1/R)1/2, resulting to waves with decay in the surrounding solid away from the 
interfaces but no decay inside the interlayer. It should be remarked here that for zero or 
infinite wavelength, N~O. Thus, there will be an even number of wavelengths corresponding 
to each phase speed. In fact, if R < 1 each interfacial speed exists at two wavelengths, since 
in this case N can be proven to be a convex function of kh. 
As another example of the layered structure at hand, the materials of both solids are 
taken to be neo-hookean. For given density gig' and elastic modulus Il/ll' ratios, the four 
re~ions defining different propagational characteristics depend on the stretches AI' ~, AI', 
~ . Interfacial waves cannot propagate in region (0) which, according to (17), is defined in 
the case of neo-hookean materials by 
(19) 
To satisfy this, it is necessary that 
(20) 
which becomes identical to (19) either if 
(21) 
or, if 
(22) 
For neo-hookean materials either in plane strain (A3 = 1, ~. = 1) or in biaxial strain 
(AI = ~ = A, Al* = A3' = A\ the four regions can be drawn in a (A,A') space. Figure 5 shows 
these regions. Figures 5a,b represent plane strain while figures 5c,d,e represent biaxial strain. 
In figures 5a,c we have g! g' = III Il' = 1, while in figures 5b,d we h;\ve gig' = 1, Il/ll' = 2 and 
in figure 5e g/g* =5, Il/ll* =5. We observe that in figures 5a,c A=A* is the lower inclusive 
boundary of region (0) since equation (22) is satisfied, and thus (19) or (20). However, in 
figures 5b,d,e equation (22) is not satisfied, and thus the lower boundar.v of region (0) 
approaches the straight line defined by (20) only asymptotically as A -teo (this being 
equivalent in this case to (21)). 
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Figure 1. Dependence of nondimensional phase speed parameter T] on nondimensional 
frequency 0 for materials with A1 =~, A1* = ~. and different R, r values. Region (0): no 
propagation, regions (I), (III): no high-frequency asymptote, region (II): one high-frequency 
asymptote. 
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Figure 2. Regions of different dispersion characteristics in the (A, A ·)-plane for neo-hookean 
materials with (a),(c): (>/!:>. =11/11· = 1, (b),(d): (>/(>·=1,1;.1/11·=2, (e): (>/(>·=5, 11/11"=5. 
Moreover, (a),(b): ":3=A3.= 1, (c),(d),(e): AI =A=":3, AI" =A =":3 •. 
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